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In the Bedroom
Looking at Claudette Schreuders’ sculptures is a study in intimacy. The figures possess an almost
spiritual pull—while they are clearly caricatures or fetishes, they seem to be actively thinking, their wheels
turning like a live homo sapiens, even when caught in the most intimate act of all. They glance to the side
as if avoiding the gaze of our inspection, aware they are being watched, looked upon, evaluated.
This, it would seem, is intentional. The artist, when I spoke with her, expressed an interest in the
quivering divide between the public and the private in today’s world. Her work has always been
autobiographical and introspective, and when she thought about what was the represented the most
private act, sex became the most obvious answer—but also, she asked herself what exists in the
bedroom beyond sex, centering her work around a domesticity that looks out at the world at large,
incorporating the incessant news which bombards us any way it can, the presence of social media
intensely blurring the demarcation between public and private, and the presence of children in a domestic
sphere that make the sexual act something fraught with layers of desire and anxiety.
Schreuders is a white South African looking at the traditions of European culture as well as those of
Africa, both of which clash and collude in her work with simplicity and poise. Her pieces are made by
hand from wood, a very time-consuming process—her last show was four years ago. But it is one that
also connects her with her material in ways that many other artists may not experience, in a sense that is
somewhat reflective of the domestic sphere in which she is interested: her practice is similar to
needlepoint, done for hours on end to achieve a brilliantly simple, beautiful result.
The pieces simultaneously reference Medieval European sculpture and African tribal sculptures known as
Baulés, fetishes of one’s heavenly double, a spiritual other half that is usually of the opposite sex that is
used in a ritual as a vessel for the spirit, and which many tribes depicted as white. The layers of
sociopolitical implications of this are myriad, but the sculptures were essentially aspirational, and the
tribes were viewing the Europeans as something to aspire to because of their status imposed through
colonization. There is often talk of the white gaze upon black bodies, but rarely the other way around—
Schreuders has tapped into a fascinating note in a geopolitical conversation that has so far gone
relatively unheeded.

‘Little Table’

‘The President’

What attracted Schreuders to the idea of the Baulé sculptures was the focus on coupling—two becoming
one. Sex is the most obvious physical embodiment of this, but the spiritual double takes it to a place
outside of the body. Schreuders told me she wasn’t as interested in the humans depicted as she was in
the relationship between them—thus the focus on public vs. private and the inclusion of the South African
president in the show. The relationships exist in the spaces between the sculptures, the side-eyes of the
female (self-portraits?) skirting around each other in the gallery. The idea of coupling brings full circle the
interest in the combination of European and African culture that South Africa has come to represent, and
which a South African artist is loathe to ignore. The original Baulé sculptures from the turn of the century
are impossible to find, Schreuders told me, and they’ve become entirely commercial now, made for
tourists and the like, but their resonance in the culture is still there.
There is something childlike about her pieces as well, and she mentioned her own childhood when we
spoke: “I remember my dad being obsessed with the news when I was a kid. Apartheid was a huge deal,
but I didn’t really pay attention. Now I’m the one obsessed with the news and my kids don’t care at all. I
hope it’s not just a middle-aged thing.” It might be.

'In the Bedroom' will be on view at Jack Shainman Gallery through June 22nd. Lead image: 'Burning
Secret'. All images courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery.

